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No.CO/P-R/02/2019                                                                                  Dt:27/07/2020  
  
  
                            Sub: Panel for the post of Sr. Law Officer on regular basis.  
                            Ref: Notification No.CO/P-R/02/2019 dated 30/12/2019.   
                                                                   **   
  
Konkan Railway Corporation Limited (KRCL) vide its Notification No.CO/P-R/02/2019 
dated 30/12/2019 had invited applications for the post of Sr. Law Officer on regular 
basis in pay matrix level-11. 
  
The selection process was scheduled on 22.7.2020 through Video conferencing. 
  
Consequent upon the selection process & Personal Interview for the post of Sr. Law 
Officer held on 22.07.2020 through Video conferencing at Corporate office, Belapur, the 
following candidate as per merit has been found suitable for the post of Sr. LO to be 
called for further selection process i. e. Medical Examination.  
  
Ms. Sindhu Sarath  -            Merit – I  
  
Following suitable candidate is kept as Standby.  
  
Sh. Shubham Saxena -        Merit-II  
  
The candidate kept as Standby is over and above the requirement. In case of non-
materialization of candidate at Merit-I due to her absence, unfit in required medical 
category or any other reason, the candidate at Merit no. 2 will be considered, otherwise 
he do not have any claim / right for the post notified.   
  
The panel will be valid for One year from the date of issue.  
  

http://www.konkanrailway.com/


While due care has been taken in preparation of list, in case of any inadvertent error 
noticed at any stage, KRCL reserves the rights to rectify at later stage of selection 
process.  
  
KRCL reserves the right to declare any candidate unsuccessful or delete his/her name 
from the notified result / panel at any stage of the selection procedure, if any 
discrepancy or malpractice is noticed or brought to the notice of KRCL at any stage. 
  
The decision of KRCL in the matter shall be FINAL.  
  
KRCL will not entertain any individual queries in this regard.  
  
For any legal dispute, the jurisdiction will be Hon'ble High Court, Mumbai of Mumbai 
Bench only.  
   
 
                                                                           
 
 

 
 
Dy. Chief Personnel Officer/Rect.  
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